An Example of a
Floodplain Species Assessment and Plan
Communities that participate in the Community Rating System of the National Flood Insurance
Program are encouraged to develop and implement a floodplain species assessment and a floodplain
species plan to support the protection and restoration of threatened and endangered species within
their jurisdictions. Credit for an assessment and a plan is provided according to the criteria described
in element FSA (floodplain species assessment) and element FSP (floodplain species plan) in
Section 512.c under Activity 510 (Floodplain Management Planning) of the CRS Coordinator’s
Manual and the Addendum to the CRS Coordinator’s Manual, 2017 Edition.
The attached document is an example of a floodplain species assessment and floodplain species plan
prepared for Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. The original Floodplain Species Assessment is shown on
pages 1-9. This was circulated for comments from the agencies and organizations listed on page 8. The
Parish drafted the subsequent Floodplain Species Plan based on those comments and reviews of the
recovery plans. This starts on page 10.
When preparing to circulate the draft Floodplain Species Plan for technical review, Jefferson Parish
decided to replace the document with a multi-jurisdictional plan involving several cities in the Parish.
Therefore, the attached draft plan will be replaced by a new multi-jurisdictional Floodplain Species
Plan before submittal for adoption by the Parish and city councils.
This is not an official document of the Parish but was generated as a pilot species assessment and plan.
The Parish is continuing to work to ensure that the recommendations are viable, especially those that
involve other offices, before it can be submitted for adoption. The final document may well look
different than this draft. Meanwhile, CRS communities can copy sections of it for formatting purposes
and know that a document similar to this one would be approved for FSA and FSP credit under 512.c.
More information on FSA and FSP credits can be found in Preparing a Floodplain Species Assessment
and a Floodplain Species Plan for Credit under the Community Rating System, available on the CRS
Resources website
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Floodplain Species Assessment and Plan
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana
Introduction
Jefferson Parish is part of the metropolitan New Orleans area.
It extends about 55 miles in a north-south direction from the
southern shores of Lake Pontchartrain to the Gulf of Mexico
(Map 1). The Parish is 641 square miles in size, of which 48%
is land and 52% is water.

Map 1. Location of
Jefferson Parish

The Parish is comprised of dense urban development, small
rural communities, and many square miles of open wetlands.
Most of the Parish has been mapped as Special Flood Hazard
Area. In the urban areas, a major investment in levees and
pumps keep buildings and infrastructure dry.
“When looking at the following factors: history, potential for mitigation, susceptible areas, available
date, and federal and local disaster declarations, flooding ranks as the parish's top hazard.” ‒
Program for Public Information, Jefferson United Mitigation Professionals, 2015, page 3.

Outside the urban areas, most of the Parish is undeveloped. The southern part of the parish is less
populated and is characterized by estuarine systems that lead in from the Gulf of Mexico. The
coastal marshes, wetlands, and estuaries contain numerous bodies of shallow water. Making up
85 percent of the Parish, this habitat is exceedingly biodiverse containing numerous terrestrial
and aquatic species. In sum, the majority of the Parish is both flood-prone and essential habitat.
Jefferson is the second largest parish in Louisiana by population and one of the fastest growing.
The challenge is to balance the needs of human development, flooding hazards, and natural
environment. The community does not want to allow development or flood protection
infrastructure that destroys or degrades our lush habitat, fisheries and other species populations
that are vitally important to us both economically and culturally.
As noted in the box to the right, animals and
plants listed as threatened or endangered by the
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) or by the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
require, under provisions in the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), special and often urgent
protection. They “are of esthetic, ecological,
educational, historical, recreational, and
scientific value to the Nation and its people.”
(Endangered Species Act of 1973)
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Why Save Endangered Species?
“None of these creatures exists in a vacuum. All
living things are part of a complex, often delicately
balanced network called the biosphere. The earth’s
biosphere, in turn, is composed of countless ecosystems, which include plants and animals and their
physical environments. No one knows how the extinction of organisms will affect the other members
of its ecosystem, but the removal of a single species
can set off a chain reaction affecting many others.
This is especially true for “keystone” species, whose
loss can transform or undermine the ecological processes or fundamentally change the species
composition of the wildlife community.” ‒ FWS at
www.fws.gov/endangered
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Federally Listed Species
A review of FEMA’s Flood Risk and Endangered Species Habitat (FRESH) website found nine
federally-listed threatened or endangered species and one species proposed for listing. These are
shown in Table 1, organized under groupings of similar species. The US Fish & Wildlife Service
describes the status of these species in simple terms:
 Endangered species are at the brink of extinction now.
 Threatened species are likely to be at the brink in the near future.
Table 1. Threatened and Endangered Species in Jefferson Parish
Species
Scientific Name
Status
Atlantic (Gulf) Sturgeon
Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi
Threatened
Eastern Black Rail
Laterallus jamaicensis ssp. jamaicensis Proposed Threatened
Hawksbill Sea Turtle
Eretmochelys imbricata
Endangered
Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle Lepidochelys kempii
Endangered
Leatherback Sea Turtle
Dermochelys coriacea
Endangered
Loggerhead Sea Turtle
Caretta caretta
Threatened
Pallid Sturgeon
Scaphirhynchus albus
Endangered
Piping Plover
Charadrius melodus
Threatened
Red Knot
Calidris canutus rufa
Threatened
West Indian Manatee
Trichechus manatus
Threatened

All ten species have range throughout all or most
of the Parish. Two of the species have “critical
habitat” in the Parish, the Piping Plover and the
Atlantic sturgeon. These areas of critical habitat
are discussed below.

Agency
NMFS
FWS
Joint
Joint
Joint
Joint
FWS
FWS
FWS
FWS

Definition: Range
The “range” of a species is defined as the general
geographical area within which that species can
be found at the time either FWS or NMFS makes
a status determination. This range includes those
areas used throughout all or part of the species’
life cycle

Actions to protect the listed species and help them
recover are reviewed on the following pages. The actions discussed here are limited to those that
can be implemented by local governments, such as Jefferson Parish. They do not include actions
beyond local jurisdiction, such as restricting fishing practices, conducting scientific research,
addressing international trade issues, and regulating actions in public waters like the Mississippi
River and the Gulf of Mexico.
Critical Habitat
The FRESH website notes that two of the ten
species have critical habitat in Jefferson Parish.
The critical habitat for the Piping Plover is shown
in Map 2 and for the Atlantic sturgeon on Map 3.
This designation warrants a higher level of protection, so special attention should be provided to
Parish actions that can protect these areas.
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Definition: Critical Habitat
“Critical habitat” are specific geographic areas
that contain features essential to the conservation
of an endangered or threatened species and that
may require special management and protection.
Critical habitat may also include areas that are not
currently occupied by the species but will be
needed for its recovery. ‒ FWS Environmental
Conservation Online System
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Map 2. Piping Plover Critical Habitat

Map 3. Atlantic Sturgeon Critical Habitat

Source: FRESH

Source: US Federal Register Vol. 68, No. 53, March 19, 2003

The critical habitat for the Piping Plover is limited to the two
islands that comprise the Town of Grand Isle. It is entirely in
Grand Isle’s town limits, but it is still subject to the Parish’s
Coastal Zone Management authority.
The critical habitat for the Gulf sturgeon is Lake Pontchartrain
east of the Causeway. All of this habitat is in the lake and does
not include any land areas within Jefferson Parish’s jurisdiction. The Parish can help protect this area by managing the
quality of water that it discharges into Lake Pontchartrain.

Piping Plover

The Parish can also protect the habitat of all threatened and endangered species that live on land
or in nearshore aquatic environments by keeping floodplains as natural areas.
Potential for Floodplain Development
While the Parish hosts lands that support threatened and endangered species, including critical
habitat, there is a concern that such areas will lose their utility if they are developed. One of the
best things the Parish can do is to preserve undeveloped open areas as open spaces, especially
open areas kept in their natural state.
Map 4 on the next page shows developed and open areas. The leveed areas and incorporated
municipalities are generally not conducive to habitat for threatened and endangered species
because they are built up or farmed. However, most of the Parish is preserved through public
ownership or restrictive land development regulations. These preserved areas are:
 The Barataria Preserve of the Jean Lafitte National Park (tan).
 Privately-owned lands subject to the Parish’s Urban Growth Limit Line (UGLL)
regulations (yellow). These regulations qualify the Parish for preserved open space (OSP)
and natural functions open space (NFOS) credit under the Community Rating System.
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Map 4. Open Space
Leveed areas (light green)

Incorporated municipalities (grey)

National Park (tan)

Private lands not subject to
UGLL regulations (green)

Private lands subject to UGLL
regulations (yellow)

Open water (blue)
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 The open waters (blue) preserved from development by state and federal laws. T
The State regulates oil and gas activity and the occasional hunting camp throughout the land and
waters shown in yellow and blue. The State requires compensatory mitigation for any impacts to
wetlands and the Parish requires state permit applicants to obtain a Parish Infrastructure and
Environmental Review (PIER) Certificate for work outside the Urban Growth Limit Line.
In sum, more than 95% of the natural habitat outside the levees is preserved as open space in or
close to its natural state.
Community Rating System Credit for Conservation and Recovery
A significant percentage of conservation and recovery actions implemented or available to local
governments can be credited under the Community Rating System (CRS). The CRS provides
reduced flood insurance premiums in communities that undertake activities to prevent or reduce
flood losses and protect natural floodplain functions. Jefferson Parish is currently a CRS Class 5,
saving all floodplain residents and businesses a total of more than $10 million each year on their
flood insurance premiums.
Implementing more activities, such as threatened and endangered species recovery actions, could
help the Parish achieve a better class rating.
Table 2 on the next page reviews general CRS-credited recovery actions that are applicable to
most threatened and endangered species. The “Credited” column shows the Parish’s current CRS
credit points and the maximum credit available. The “Feasible” column identifies if it would be
feasible to start an activity or increase the credit points.
Summary of CRS Actions
300 (Public Information Activities): Jefferson Parish is implementing all of the public
information activities and elements listed in Table 2. It would not take much work to adjust them
to better address threatened and endangered species. We could use the FRESH maps for credit
under Activity 320 (Map Information Service), MI7.
The outreach projects, library references, and website could also be revised or expanded to
provide more information on protecting threatened and endangered species. However, we should
first confer with the appropriate experts and agencies to identify the most appropriate messages,
references, and websites to which to link.
Activity 420 (Open Space Preservation) – Open space preservation (OSP): The developable
areas of Jefferson Parish are mostly built out but there is a lot of open space for which the Parish
is getting credit. A large portion of the credit is for the property located within the “Urban
Growth Limit Line” which is all in a Special Flood Hazard Area and consists of property located
in the southern portion of Jefferson Parish. The majority of this property is privately owned.
However, it is restricted from development by the “UGLL regulations.” These regulations also
qualify this area for NFOS credit. Remaining, developed parcels do not qualify as open space.
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Table 2. CRS Credited Recovery Actions for Threatened and Endangered Species
Activity/Element
300 Series Information Activities
320 ‒ MI7 ‒ Natural floodplain functions information
330 ‒ OP ‒ Outreach projects
330 ‒ PPI ‒ Program for Public Information
350 ‒ LPD ‒ Locally pertinent materials in library
350 ‒ WEB ‒ Flood protection website
Activity 420 (Open Space Preservation)
420 ‒ OSP ‒ Open space preservation
420 ‒ NFOS ‒ Open space parcels in natural state
420 ‒ CEOS – Coastal erosion open space ‒ (1)
420 ‒ OSI ‒ Open space incentives
420 ‒ LZ ‒ Low density zoning
420 ‒ NSP ‒ Natural shoreline protection
Activity 430 (Higher Regulatory Standards)
430 ‒ DL1a ‒ Development limitations to prohibit fill
430 ‒ CER ‒ Coastal erosion regulations ‒ (1)
430 ‒ OHS ‒ Other higher standards
Activity 450 (Stormwater Management)
450 ‒ DS ‒ Design storm w/volume control
450 ‒ LID ‒ Low impact development
450 ‒ WMP ‒ Watershed master plan
Activity 510 (Floodplain Management Planning)
510 ‒ NFP ‒ Natural floodplain functions plan
510 ‒ FSA ‒ Floodplain Species Assessment (new)
Activity 540 (Drainage System Maintenance)

Doing?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
No
No
Yes
No
Maybe
No
No
No
Underway
No
Yes
Yes

Credited?

Feasible?

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Yes
Yes, w/appropriate messages
Yes, add appropriate messages
Yes, add appropriate references
Yes, add appropriate links

1,044/1,450
125/350
No

Needs research
Yes`

No

Yes

No

Unlikely
Needs research

14/225
Soon

Yes, w/Ordinance Amendment
Yes, w/Ordinance Amendment
To be started in 2021

Soon
No

Yes
Yes
Yes, add appropriate criteria

1. These elements are only appropriate for species dependent on beaches, such as sea turtles & piping plover
2. Jefferson Parish is receiving credit for these elements, but the messages and materials do not address
threatened and endangered species.

420 ‒ Coastal erosion open space (CEOS): There are areas of the Parish subject to coastal
erosion, much of it in open space, but CRS credit is dependent on specific land development
regulations in those areas. Feasibility can be determined after a review of current Parish and
State regulatory programs and what would be needed to meet the CRS credit criteria.
420 ‒ Low density zoning (LZ): No zoning districts currently qualify as low density. The
remaining undeveloped and unzoned areas are already preserved as open space, so there would
be no benefit to rezoning those areas.
420 ‒ Natural shoreline protection (NSP): Credit for this element results from allowing coastal
shorelines and stream channels to erode or meander naturally. It requires regulations (or policies
for public lands) that prohibit construction of seawalls, armoring, or “hard” channel bank
protection measures. There are areas in the undeveloped open spaces where such actions may not
be allowed. Further work is needed to determine if the current regulations qualify. If so, a map of
the affected areas would need to be prepared.
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Activity 430 (Higher Regulatory Standards): About half of Jefferson Parish is in a Special
Flood Hazard Area. The Parish has considered prohibiting fill in the floodplain, but not enacted
any regulations thus far. Additional consideration could be given to see if this is feasible.
Jefferson Parish may be able to set other higher standard(s) for development in the floodplain.
Credit for coastal erosion regulations (CER) is discussed above with the credit for coastal erosion
open space.
Activity 450 (Stormwater Management) ‒ Design storm (DS): Jefferson Parish is receiving 14
out of 225 points for its requirement that detention basins be designed to handle the peak flow of
the 10-year storm. For this credit, the regulatory language would need to require storage of the
10-year storm, which would mandate larger basins. Given the limited space in developed areas,
this may not be feasible.
450 ‒ Low impact development (LID): Jefferson Parish adopted the first update to the Parish’s
Comprehensive Plan in December 2019 called Envision Jefferson 2040: The Jefferson Parish
Comprehensive Plan. One objective of the plan is to promote low-impact development practices
for construction, fill, drainage, landscaping, and parking. Also, the plan aims to encourage
integrated storm water management, green infrastructure, and other low-impact development
techniques to minimize flooding and mitigate impacts of climate. The Jefferson Parish Hazard
Mitigation Plan 2020 Update is also going to expand incentives and adopt standards for
integrated stormwater management and low-impact development.
Beginning in 2020, Jefferson Parish is doing a study of integrated stormwater management that
will evaluate enhancing existing incentives for low-impact development in the Parish’s
development regulations. The recommendations from this study will inform how the Parish will
proceed with LID requirements and procedures.
450 ‒ Watershed master plan (WMP): Jefferson Parish will be awarded funding to develop a
Watershed Master Plan. The funds will be awarded in early 2021 with the goal of finalizing the
plan by the end of 2021. We plan to incorporate measures that protect natural floodplain
functions, like preserving wetlands for storage. Such rules would help riparian and aquatic
threatened and endangered species. It should be noted that the watershed plan is only reviewed
and revised every five years or so.
Activity 540 (Drainage System Maintenance): Jefferson Parish had not received any credit
under the new criteria regarding natural channels for this activity. However, we do have
maintenance procedures in place that may be eligible for credit at the next cycle visit. They
should be reviewed to ensure they do not adversely affect habitat.
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Comments on the Assessment Report
There are a number of federal and state agencies and private organizations that have goals and
programs to protect and rehabilitate threatened and endangered species. These are listed below.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Ecological Services Field Office (SE Region)
200 Dulles Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506
(337) 291-3100

Audubon Louisiana
3801 Canal Street
New Orleans, LA 70119
lbourg@audubon.org

National Marine Fisheries Service
Southeast Regional Office
263 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
(727) 824-5301

The Nature Conservancy
Louisiana Program
PO Box 4125
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
(225) 338-1040
lafo@tnc.org

Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA Region VI
FRC 800 North Loop 288
Denton, TX 76209-3698
940-898-5405

LA Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries
PO Box 98000
2000 Quail Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70898
(225) 765-2800

A conference call was held on April 20. It was attended by representatives of the Louisiana Field
Office of the US Fish & Wildlife Service, (FWS ‒ Amy Trahan), Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF ‒ Julia Lightner and Michael Seymour), and The Nature
Conservancy (TNC ‒ Seth Blitch). A separate call was held with Joe Heublein of the National
Marine Fisheries Service’s Southeastern Regional Office (NMFS).
The following five questions were sent to the Assessment review agencies and non-profits to be
discussed over the phone. A general summary of the responses is listed under each question.
1. Is the list of threatened and endangered species in Table 1 on page 2 appropriate? Are there
any species that the community should not spend time on?
The Eastern Black Rail is proposed for listing. It should be included. Actions for
conservation of the Black Rail will also help the Red Knot (agreed to by all on the
conference call). Piping Plover and Red Knots have similar habitat.
Add the Green Sea Turtle to the list (making a total of five sea turtles). With all the beach
restoration projects underway, more can be expected to nest in the Parish (LDWF and
NMFS).
The Atlantic Sturgeon has limited presence in Jefferson Parish.
2. For those species that deserve attention from the community, do you have additional
information on their habitats and threats?
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With newer maps and more local information, LDWF can highlight important areas and
provide more specific guidance than from looking at the whole Parish-wide range.
3. Are there any recovery actions that should be priorities to pursue?
FWS: public information and outreach – people need to know what the threatened and
endangered species look like and the threats they face. Water quality measures
LDWF: Communities should be aware of species in the high marsh, particularly the Eastern
Black Rail. High marsh is drier and is more attractive to developers.
TNC: Public outreach
NMFS: Take habitat into account when doing projects, like levee lifts, using soft approaches.
General best practices are useful, especially when there are few critical habitats designated.
4. Would you be able to assist us in implementing any priority projects?
FWS has public information materials available.
TNC and others are doing outreach and festivals that educate people. TNC has some tools for
decision makers, too.
LDWF: Contact other organizations, including the Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary
Program, Master Naturalist Program, Audubon Louisiana, and the Orleans Audubon Society.
5. After hearing the comments from the others on the call, please identify what you think are
the three most important actions the community should pursue?
FWS: water quality, don’t build in the marshes, outreach
LDWF (Michael): maximize use of natural functions, don’t change the hydrology, public
information on the need to get permits
LDWF (Julia): outreach can be done on state properties and wildlife management areas, the
Parish can support restoration projects
TNC: Protect shorelines and wetlands
NMFS: Utilize more habitat-friendly measures, especially along the fringes of their habitats.
Do things eco-system wide, especially where critical habitat has not been designated.
Summary: There were some common threads in the comments received:
 A community can do good things with a program that addresses concerns that are
important to several species.
 There are few critical habitat designations in the Parish. Attention should be given to all
shorelines, wetlands, and high marshes.
 Public information and managing land development and construction projects should be
priority actions that will help all the listed species.
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Floodplain Species Plan
After receiving the input from the reviewing agencies and organizations, it was concluded that
the Parish should proceed to the next step and prepare a Floodplain Species Plan. Because of the
commonalities and the comments, the Plan addresses similar species rather than individual
species. These are organized under four groups:
 Birds: Eastern Black Rail, Piping Plover, and Red Knot
 Sea turtles: Hawksbill Sea Turtle, Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle, Leatherback Sea Turtle,
Loggerhead Sea Turtle, Green Sea Turtle
 Sturgeon: Atlantic (Gulf) Sturgeon and Pallid Sturgeon
 Florida Manatee
This Assessment and its recommendations focus on the common recovery actions shared by the
threatened and endangered species in each group. The next section summarizes basic information
about these groups, the threats they face, and the recommendations for conservation and
recovery in the various species’ recovery plans.
Birds
The Piping Plover is a small North American shorebird. 1 The Louisiana residents typically spend
the winters on the Gulf coast and the warmer months in their northern breeding grounds. During
their stay in Louisiana, they are found at accreting ends of barrier islands, along sandy
peninsulas, and near coastal inlets. Plovers appear to prefer sandflats adjacent to inlets or passes,
mud flats along prograding spits, and over wash areas as foraging habitats.
The Red Knot is a sandpiper. 2 It has one of the longest migrations of any bird. It breeds in the
Canadian Arctic and migrates to the southern end of South America. Some come through
Louisiana on their way and some overwinter in the state. They get their food on sandy beaches,
sand flats, or mud flats, searching for hard shelled prey.
The Eastern Black Rail is “a small, secretive marsh bird” (FWS). 3 It can be found in salt,
brackish, and freshwater marshes. It requires dense herbaceous vegetation to provide shelter and
cover and areas for protected nest sites. It feeds on small aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates and
seeds.

1

References: FWS ECOS, Piping Plover, Atlantic Coast Population, Revised Recovery Plan, FWS, 1996, Piping
Plover 5-Year Review, FWS, 2020. Information used for the Coastal Migration and Wintering Range.

2

References: FWS ECOS, Recovery Outline for the Rufa Red Knot, FWS, 2019 (there is no recovery plan)

3

References: FWS ECOS, Species Status Assessment Report for the Eastern Black Rail, FWS, June 2018, and
Eastern black rail websites managed by the FWS’ Southeast Region, NatureServe Explorer, and the Audubon
Society.
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Piping Plover

Red Knot

Eastern Black Rail

Threats: The wide, flat, sparsely vegetated barrier beaches preferred by the Piping Plover and
Red Knot are an unstable habitat, dependent on natural forces for renewal and susceptible to
degradation by development and shoreline stabilization efforts. Destruction of beach habitat by
residential, resort, and seawall development constitutes irrevocable habitat loss for Piping
Plovers and Red Knots. Other threats include beach activities, especially vehicle traffic,
mechanized beach cleaning, and oil spills.
The primary threat to the Eastern Black Rail is the loss and degradation of wetland habitat due to
drainage, dredging, filling, impounding, mining, pollution, loss of vegetation due to livestock
grazing, and invasion by non-native plant species. Other threats include sea level rise and tidal
flooding; predation by cats, rats, and native predators, and human disturbance.
Recovery plans’ recommendations: The Piping Plover’s recovery plan has two overall objectives within the jurisdiction of a local government. These are listed below. The Recovery Outline
for the Red Knot has similar recommendations. As a proposed listing, there is no recovery plan
for the Eastern Black Rail but, given the similar threats to habitat from human activities, the
actions listed those listed below are appropriate for all three species.
1. Manage habitat to maximize survival and productivity:
a. Maintain natural coastal formation processes that perpetuate high quality breeding
habitat
b. Reduce disturbance from humans and pets
c. Monitor and manage invasive vegetation in nonbreeding habitats, including
replanting native vegetation.
d. Preserve wetlands as managed open space
2. Develop and implement public information and education programs.
Managing habitat actions would be most important in the critical habitat on the Parish’s coastal
barrier islands.
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Sea Turtles
Five of the world’s seven species of sea turtles can be found in Jefferson Parish. They live
similar lives and face similar threats.
Their feeding grounds vary, but are in the ocean, such as pastures of sea grass and coral reefs.
They come ashore to lay their eggs on beaches in Mexico, Texas, Florida, or the Caribbean. In
recent history, they have not nested in Louisiana. For example, over the last ten years, only two
Green Sea Turtles nests were verified in the state.
Threats: The threats that the Parish can address are primarily threats on nesting beaches:
 Beach cleaning, human presence, vehicles on the beach
 Beach erosion, beach nourishment, beach armoring, energy development, dredging, sand
mining
 Artificial lighting on nesting beaches
 Exotic dune and beach vegetation

Hawksbill4

Leatherback5

Loggerhead6

Green8

Kemp’s Ridley7

4

References: FWS ECOS, Recovery Plan for the Hawksbill Turtle in the U.S. Caribbean, Atlantic and Gulf of
Mexico, NMFS & FWS, 1993

5

References: FWS ECOS, Recovery Plan for Leatherback Turtles in the U.S. Caribbean, Atlantic, and Gulf of
Mexico, NMFS & FWS, 1992

6

References: FWS ECOS, Recovery Plan for the Northwest Atlantic Population of the Loggerhead Sea Turtle
(Caretta caretta); Second Revision, NMFS & FWS, 1991

7

References: FWS ECOS, Bi-National Recovery Plan for the Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle, NMFS & FWS, 2011

8

References: FWS ECOS, Recovery Plan for the Atlantic Green Turtle, FWS & NMFS, 1991
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Marine environment threats include:
 Pollution, oil spills, toxins, diseases, sedimentation on coral reefs
 Entanglement at sea, ingestion of marine debris, collisions with boats, trawling and other
commercial fishing practices using nets
Recovery plans’ recommendations: The recovery plans for the five-turtle species have similar
recommendations. These are the ones appropriate for Jefferson Parish, where there are few, if
any, nesting beaches near populated areas.
1. Educate the public
a. Develop and implement a communication campaign in various media
b. Include messages on boating and fishing practices at public access points
c. Maintain websites with comprehensive information
d. Develop an educational curriculum for students and the public
2. Regulate adverse development practices, such as beach nourishment and shoreline armoring

Sturgeon
Jefferson Parish is in the range of two types of listed Sturgeon. The Gulf Sturgeon 9 is a
subspecies of the Atlantic Sturgeon. It is anadromous (i.e., a fish born in fresh water that spends
part of its life in the sea and returns to fresh water to spawn). They spend eight to nine months
each year in rivers and three to four of the coolest months in estuaries or Gulf waters. Gulf
sturgeon less than two years old remain in riverine habitats and estuarine areas throughout the
year.
Lake Pontchartrain east of the Causeway has been designated as critical habitat for the Gulf
Sturgeon (see Map 3, page 3). All of this habitat is in the lake and does not include any land
areas within Jefferson Parish’s jurisdiction. However, the Parish can help protect this area by
managing the quality of water that it discharges into Lake Pontchartrain.

Atlantic (Gulf) Sturgeon

9

Pallid Sturgeon

References: FWS ECOS, Gulf Sturgeon Recovery/Management Plan, FWS and NMFS, 1995, Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Designation of Critical Habitat for the Gulf Sturgeon; Final Rule, March 2003,
Gulf Sturgeon Fact Sheet, LDWF (undated)
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Pallid Sturgeon10 are not anadromous. They live in the Mississippi ‒ Missouri River system as
far upstream as the Yellowstone River. They prefer flowing water and spend the majority of their
time at or near the channel bottom. While the lower Mississippi has been leveed and channelized
for flood protection and navigation purposes, it “retains significant amounts of in-channel
complexity and floodplain connectivity thought to be important to Pallid Sturgeon.” (Revised
Recovery Plan, page 22)
Threats:
 Habitat reduction, especially due to dredging, bank stabilization, sedimentation, and
impoundment.
 Dams and other barriers to historical spawning habitats.
 Poor water quality, especially from farm chemicals.
 Incidental catch by commercial and recreation fishermen.
 Illegal harvest of the Gulf Sturgeon for its eggs which are used for caviar.
Recovery plans’ recommendations: Because of the Parish’s limited jurisdiction over marine
waters, the listed recommendations focus on freshwater concerns and stormwater runoff that
flows to fresh, brackish, and salt waters.
1. Identify and eliminate known or potentially harmful chemical contaminants, and water
quantity and water quality problems
2. Develop a regulatory and/or incentive framework to ensure that essential habitats,
streamflow, and groundwater in-flows are protected.
a. Provide and protect instream flows
b. Regulate dams and other restrictions to migration
c. Incorporate levee setbacks to increase floodplain connectivity
d. Develop programs that increase woody debris in these systems
3. Restore, enhance, and provide access to essential habitats
West Indian Manatee
The Florida Manatee subspecies of the West Indian Manatee 11 can be found in Louisiana’s
coastal waters, mainly in the summer. They have large, seal-shaped bodies with paired flippers
and a round, paddle-shaped tail. They are typically grey in color. They are found in marine,
estuarine, and freshwater environments.

10

References: FWS ECOS, Final Revised Recovery Plan for the Pallid Sturgeon, FWS, 2014

11

References: FWS ECOS, Florida Manatee Recovery Plan Third Edition, FWS, 2001
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Manatees are herbivores that feed opportunistically on a wide variety of marine, estuarine, and
freshwater plants, including submerged,
floating, and emergent vegetation.
Threats: The most significant problem
presently faced by manatees is death or serious
injury from boat strikes. The second largest
source of human-related manatee death is due to
entrapment in water control structures and
Florida Manatee
navigational locks. The availability of warmwater refuges for manatees is uncertain if
minimum flows and levels are not established for the natural springs on which many manatees
depend, and as deregulation of the power industry occurs. Consequences of an increasing human
population and intensive coastal development are long-term threats to the Florida Manatee.
Recovery plan’s recommendations: The Florida Manatee Recovery Plan identifies four overall
objectives and a series of actions under each objective. Some of the actions are not in the
Parish’s jurisdiction. Those that the Parish can implement are checked.
1. Minimize causes of manatee disturbance, harassment, injury, and mortality.
a.  Regulate coastal construction actions to minimize harm
b. Monitor and police watercraft in protection zones
c.  Post and maintain signs
d. Install and maintain protection technology at water control structures, locks, etc., where
manatees are at risk and monitor success
e. Enforce regulations prohibiting harassment
2. Determine and monitor the status of manatee populations
3. Protect, identify, evaluate, and monitor manatee habitats
a. Establish, acquire, manage, and monitor regional protected area networks and manatee
habitat
b.  Protect existing, and promote re-establishment of, seagrass and freshwater submerged
plant communities with regulatory standards for construction projects in water
4. Facilitate manatee recovery through public awareness and education
a.  Identify target audiences and key locations for outreach
b.  Develop, evaluate, and update public education and outreach programs and materials
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Wildlife Action Plan
The Louisiana Wildlife Action Plan (WAP) was prepared in 2005, revised in 2015, and revised
with an addendum in 2019. Prepared with input from a broad array of public and private
stakeholders, the 2015 WAP guides “the conservation efforts of LDWF over the next 10 years.”
(2015 WAP, page iv).
There are four themes in the WAP that dovetail with this Assessment and Plan.
1. The WAP identifies 345 “Species of Greatest Conservation Need” (SGCN), listed under
three “tiers” with Tier 1 having those species most in need of immediate action. All ten of the
Jefferson Parish species listed in Table 1 are SGCN. Three are Tier 1, the three birds.
2. As with this Plan, “a significant portion of the 2015 WAP is dedicated to detailed
descriptions of the habitats upon which SGCN depend, as well as the assessment of threats to
those habitats and conservation actions needed to address said threats.” (page iii)
3. Public information and involvement is important:
“One theme that will emerge to readers of the Louisiana WAP is the importance of
private lands in the conservation of our fish and wildlife resources. This is due to the fact
that over 90% of the state is privately owned. Clearly, successful conservation will not be
achievable solely by focusing on public lands. Indeed, the cooperation of conservation
minded private citizens will be critical to effective conservation of Louisiana’s natural
resources.” (page iii).
Map 5. Barataria-Terrebonne COA

4. The WAP identifies 30 Conservation
Opportunity Areas (COA) to help the
stakeholders focus conservation actions.
One of these areas is in Jefferson Parish,
the Barataria-Terrebonne COA, which is
shown in Map 5. This area has 38 “focal
SGCN,” including three on the Parish’s
list, the Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle,
Piping Plover, and Red Knot.

Lafourche
Terrebonne

Plaquemines


Jefferson

The general status of habitat in the State is
reviewed by river basin. Except for Lake
Pontchartrain, all of Jefferson Parish is in
the Barataria Basin (pages 351 – 353). The
WAP has identified 11 threats to SGCN
habitat. Their scope, severity, and impact in
the Barataria Basin are summarized in the
table to the right. “Primary threats to this
basin include changes to the natural hydrology of the system, negative impacts of
invasive plants, and subsidence.” (page 353)
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This information was the same in the 2019 update.
The WAP then lists Basin Research Needs/Conservation Actions:
1. Maintain existing freshwater diversion canals from the Mississippi River into the
Barataria Basin.
2. Inform other agencies (e.g., CPRA) and the public about the uniqueness of Freshwater
Floating Marsh; protect such marshes from disturbance from canal development, and
from input of nutrients and sediment.
3. Work with BTNEP and other partners to abate threats to this basin.
4. Promote coastal restoration and protection initiatives to maintain or enhance coastal
marsh and Barrier Island habitat critical to SGCN.
Items 2, 3, and 4 are within the realm of the Parish’s authorities and interests.
Parish Recovery Strategies and Actions
Our review of the recovery plans’ recommendations concluded that there are four strategies that
the Parish can take to support the recommendations:
1. Educate the public so people will take conservation and recovery actions
2. Support the conservation and recovery of terrestrial habitat
3. Support the conservation and recovery of aquatic habitat
4. Improve stormwater runoff
All four strategies will work to protect and improve the habitat and breeding areas of the four
groups of species. Each strategy has specific action items, most of which can be linked to credits
in the Community Rating System. Each strategy identifies who will be responsible for it, other
agencies or organizations that can help or should be coordinated with and needed funding (if
other than staff time).
1. Educate the public so people will take conservation and recovery actions
Benefiting species: all four groups
Responsible office: Floodplain Management & Hazard Mitigation
Cooperating/supporting agencies or organizations: Ecosystem and Coastal Management,
Parish Information Office, Environmental Affairs, Parks and Recreation, Parkways,
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Pontchartrain Conservancy, BaratariaTerrebonne National Estuary Program
Funding: Staff time and current public information budgets. No increase in funding is
expected. Rather, current projects would be revised to convey new messages.
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1.1. Develop and implement a communication campaign in various media. We will add a new
section to our Program for Public Information that focuses on threatened and endangered
species.
CRS elements: Activity 330 (Outreach Projects), Program for Public Information (PPI)
and Stakeholder Delivery (STK)
The Parish’s Program for Public Information is reviewed and updated every year following a
discussion of the effectiveness of past projects and the need for new messages and projects.
This process is an existing system that would be augmented to support this strategy. The
result will be outreach projects as described in action items 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.
While the Parish is receiving the maximum credit for its Program for Public Information, as
noted on page 5, it would not be hard to adjust the projects to better address threatened and
endangered species. One way would be to add a tenth PPI topic related to, say, not driving
on or otherwise disturbing beaches. The Parish did not receive any credit under Topic 8, PPI
message 2, “Whether you live inside the levee or outside of it, flooding can happen. Make a
plan.” This could be replaced with another threatened and endangered species message.
The annual review can also identify priority audiences. Owners of wetlands or natural
shorelines are not on the current list. They could be added along with a message on the
benefits of keeping their areas in a natural state. Similarly, permit applicants could be a
target audience with messages on the permitting process and ways to preserve natural
features on a property to be developed.
The parish is not receiving the maximum score for Stakeholder Delivery (STK). The
stakeholder projects are also identified in the PPI. The next review could add more projects
like the handouts from organizations like the Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary
Program and LDWF (next page).
One tool that can help this work is FWS’ 2017 Atlantic Coast Piping Plover Strategic
Communications Plan: Reducing Human Disturbance. As with the PPI, this guide identifies
outcomes, priority audiences, and creditable messages.
The Program for Public Information makes recommendations for other public information
activities, such as Activities 320 (Map Information Service) and 350 (Flood Protection
Information), in addition to outreach projects. Currently the Parish is not receiving the
maximum credit for these activities, so adding these resources will result in more points as
well as more support for the recommended recovery projects. These are noted in action
items 1.5 and 1.6.
1.2. Distribute educational brochures and factsheets at various locations and outreach events.
These could include existing documents, such as those shown below, or new ones developed
explicitly for the revised PPI messages. These would be provided to locations appropriate
for their audiences, such as messages on boating and fishing practices posted at public
access points. They would also be distributed to organizations that host activities like fairs,
open houses, and “clean-up days.”
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CRS element: Activity 330 (Outreach Projects), Outreach Projects (OP)
1.3. Post messages on signs at various locations. These would be especially useful at boat
launching sites (for messages on the sturgeons) and the Lakefront (for messages on the
manatees). The messages and locations would be worked out during the revision to the
Program for Public Information.
CRS element: Activity 330 (Outreach Projects), Outreach Projects (OP)
1.4. Issue news and status information updates on Facebook posts and for newsletters and other
publications. These would include the key PPI messages and additional information, such as
adoption of a new regulation or a reminder of the precautions people should take at the
beginning of turtle nesting or fishing seasons.
CRS element: Activity 330 (Outreach Projects), Outreach Projects (OP)
1.5. Provide map information on sensitive areas. The Floodplain management and Hazard
Mitigation office publicizes its Map Information Service. The typical caller is someone
looking at buying or building a property in the floodplain. The service can be augmented
with information on whether a parcel should be protected because of its natural floodplain
functions. The service could incorporate a link to the Natural Resources Conservation
Service’s National Wetland Inventory, for example.
CRS element: Activity 320 (Map Information Service), Natural Floodplain Functions
(MI7)
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1.6. Provide more detailed references. The revised PPI can recommend that recovery plans,
similar technical references, and this Assessment, be added to the public library’s card
catalog.
These references can also be posted on a separate page on “Threatened and Endangered
Wildlife” that would be linked to the Ecosystem and Coastal Management Department’s and
Floodplain Management and Hazard Mitigation’s websites.
CRS elements: Activity 350 (Flood Protection Information), Locally Pertinent
Documents (LPD) and Flood Protection Website (WEB1)
1.7. Develop an educational curriculum for students and the public. This action item is to
investigate developing a coastal processes/science curriculum module that could be
incorporated into the Jefferson Parish Public School System’s curriculum for middle school
students.
CRS elements: Activity 330 (Outreach Projects), Program for Public Information (PPI)
and Outreach Projects (OP)
2. Support the conservation and recovery of terrestrial habitat
Benefiting species: Birds and Sea turtles
Responsible office: Ecosystem & Coastal Management
Cooperating/supporting agencies or organizations: Floodplain Management and Hazard
Mitigation, GIS, Land Use Review Technical Committee, Parks & Recreation, Parkways,
Planning, Inspection & Code Enforcement, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries,
Barataria Terrebonne National Estuary Program
Funding: Staff time
2.1. Regulate adverse development practices, such as beach nourishment and shoreline armoring.
The Jefferson Parish Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program was developed in 1984 and
approved by the state in 1985. Currently there are twelve coastal parishes with approved
programs, all of which are state reviewed every two years to ensure consistency with state
guidelines, which requires compensatory mitigation for wetland impacts outside levee
protection and fastland exempted areas. Fastland exempted areas are defined by the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries as lands surrounded by publicly owned,
maintained or otherwise validly existing levees or natural formations that normally prevent
activities, not to include the pumping of water for drainage purposes, within the surrounded
area from having a direct and significant impact on coastal waters. Under this program, the
Ecosystem and Coastal Management Department regulates certain coastal shoreline and
wetland impacts from development projects.
This action item calls for continuing the current regulations and reviewing them to see if
there are ways they could better support conservation and recovery actions by property
owners and developers. We will look deeper into the possibility of collaborating with the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) to identify specific actions
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Jefferson Parish can take to preserve the natural coastal formation processes and perpetuate
high quality breeding habitat.
CRS elements: The review would include a review of CRS credits under Activity 420
(Open Space Preservation) and Activity 430 (Higher Regulatory Standards). The review
would determine if full credit is being received for the current standards and if there are
opportunities for new credits. Here are two specific examples that should be included in
this review:
The element Natural Shoreline Protection NSP, in Activity 420, credits allowing coastal
shorelines and stream channels to erode or meander naturally. It credits regulations that
prohibit construction of seawalls, armoring, or “hard” channel bank protection measures.
Such regulations are very important for habitat protection but are also not popular with
people wanting to protect their properties from erosion. The review will need to take all
of these concerns into account.
Second, the work should include a review of the Parish’s permit processing and inspection procedures to see if they could qualify for Regulation Administration (RA3) credit.
This review will include procedures for coordinating permit review with Parish offices,
the Corps of Engineers, and other agencies with authority related to protecting threatened
and endangered species.
2.2. Inventory open areas to prioritize them for preservation. While more than 70% of the
Parish’s floodplain is preserved as open space by the Urban Growth Limit rules, there are
still many areas that are not preserved. Areas not subject to the Parish’s Urban Growth Limit
rules may be owned by individuals or organizations who would support acquisition or
easements that would restrict development. Further, some preserved areas, such as beaches,
play a greater role as habitat for threatened and endangered species than other areas.
This action item is to conduct an inventory of the open areas in the Parish’s floodplain,
including those not currently credited as preserved open space. Beaches and high marsh will
be identified to determine if there are remaining areas of prime habitat that should be
preserved. Priority would be to start this work in the Barataria-Terrebonne Conservation
Opportunity Area (see page 16).
The inventory would also see if more of the preserved open space areas would also qualify
for natural functions open space (NFOS). For example, a publicly owned parcel could have
land management procedures to maintain their properties in a way that would attract
threatened and endangered species (e.g., removing invasive species, reducing human traffic
in an area, etc.).
CRS elements: Activity 420 (Open Space Preservation), Open Space Preservation (OSP),
Natural Functions Open Space (NFOS), Coastal Erosion Open Space (CEOS).
2.3. Reduce disturbance from humans and pets. The best preserved beach or marsh may still not
be a good habitat if it is invaded by people or the protected species are preyed on by cats and
dogs. This action item has two parts:
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(1) Working with LDWF and local public safety offices to discuss their authorities and
examine potential methodologies that would reduce disturbance from humans and pets.
(2) Ensuring that Parish drainage system maintenance work does not adversely affect
habitat. The Parish’s maintenance procedures are being revised in 2020, so it is a good
time to make sure that work on watercourses will also protect wetlands, beaches, and
natural shorelines.
CRS elements: There is no specific credit for the law enforcement actions, but there
would be credit under Activity 330 (Outreach Projects) Outreach Projects (OP) for public
information materials and activities that advise the public about the rules.
The drainage system maintenance procedures are credited under Activity 540 (Drainage
System Maintenance)
2.4. Manage vegetation. Action item 2.2 will collect land management practices on public and
private open space properties. Effective programs and lessons learned will be shared with
the other property owners. The Ecosystem and Coastal Management Department maintains a
cypress tree growing/planting program that aims to plant 1,000 cypress trees annually. We
will contact local non-profits and environmentally focused agencies to determine who is
conducting invasive species removal and if that entity is willing to collaborate with Jefferson
Parish.
CRS elements: Effective vegetation management programs could help preserved open
space parcels (OSP) receive the additional credit for Natural Functions Open Space
(NFOS). The Program for Public Information could also include the program documents
with creditable message(s) for a priority audience of open space land owners.
3. Support the conservation and recovery of aquatic habitat
Benefiting species: Sea turtles, sturgeon, and manatees
Responsible office: Ecosystem & Coastal Management
Cooperating/supporting agencies or organizations: Floodplain Management and Hazard
Mitigation, GIS, Parks & Recreation, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Funding: Staff time
3.1. Develop a regulatory and/or incentive framework to ensure that essential habitats,
streamflow, and groundwater in-flows are protected. In coordination with the regulatory
review in action item 2.1, staff will review the Parish’s Code of Ordinances to determine if
any department has regulations pertaining to stream flow, dams, and other potential
restrictions to migration. The review will also look at relevant state and federal regulations,
such as Corps of Engineers permits, to determine the effectiveness of existing regulations
and incentives. The result will be a report that displays the current framework to protect
aquatic habitat and recommendations for improvements.
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CRS elements: The review would include a review of CRS credits under Activities 420
(Open Space Preservation) and 430 (Higher Regulatory Standards). The review would
assure that full CRS credit is being received for the current standards and if there are
opportunities for new credits.
3.2. Restore and enhance essential habitats. We will work with interested owners of waterfront
lands to advise and help them, where possible, incorporate habitat improvement measures on
their properties. For example, in order to promote re-establishment of seagrass and
freshwater submerged aquatic vegetation, we would reach out to local organizations to
determine if they are planting native aquatic vegetation and if collaborating would be of
interest to them.
Another example already underway is the design for a mile-long living shoreline/marsh
creation project located to the east of the Causeway Bridge between the Bucktown Marina
and Bonnabel Boat Launch. This project will create heterogeneous marsh and tidal creek
habitat shoreward of the breakwaters to serve as a nursery and refuge for commercially and
recreationally important fish, crab, and shrimp species as well as other wetland associated
species such as birds.
Priority would be to start this work in the Barataria-Terrebonne Conservation Opportunity
Area (see page 16).
CRS elements: These restoration and enhancement projects would help preserved open
space parcels (OSP) receive the additional credit for Natural Functions Open Space
(NFOS). The Program for Public Information could also include the program documents
as having creditable message(s) for a priority audience of open space land owners.
3.3. Protect, identify, evaluate, and monitor manatee habitat. Not much is known about manatees
in Lake Pontchartrain and other waters of the Parish. We will investigate a collaborative
approach with state and local entities tasked with protecting, identifying, evaluating, and
monitoring manatee habitat. The product would be a map, information for the public on
areas that need special care, and procedures for monitoring activities in those areas.
CRS elements: Because there is no CRS credit for preservation and other land use
management activities in “large bodies of water,” the CRS credit would be limited to the
public information products. The credit(s) would be in Activity 330 (Outreach Projects).
3.4. Minimize causes of manatee disturbance, harassment, injury, and mortality. This action item
would be coordinated with action item 2.3. We will work with LDWF, the Coast Guard, and
local public safety offices to discuss their authorities and examine potential methodologies
that would reduce disturbance from boating and similar activities.
CRS elements: There is no specific credit for such law enforcement actions, but there
would be credit under Activity 330 (Outreach Projects) Outreach Projects (OP) for public
information materials and activities that advise the public about the rules.
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4. Improve stormwater runoff
Benefiting species: Sea turtles, sturgeon, and manatees
Responsible office: Environmental Affairs – Stormwater Management
Cooperating/supporting agencies or organizations: Floodplain Management & Hazard
Mitigation, Planning, Inspection & Code Enforcement, Land Use Review Technical
Committee, Pontchartrain Conservancy, Barataria National Estuary Program
Funding: Staff time
4.1. Incorporate water quantity and low impact development techniques into stormwater facility
design. The Parish has recently started some initiatives that will improve its stormwater
management program (see page 7). These include the updates to the Parish’s Comprehensive
Plan (adopted 2019) and Hazard Mitigation Plan (adopted in 2020), and an evaluation of
incentives in the Parish’s development regulations to include more attention to low-impact
development (starting in 2020). This action item is for after 2020: to review the work done
to determine the impact of these recent activities.
CRS elements: Activity 450 (Stormwater Management), Stormwater Management
Regulations (SMR), including Low Impact Development (LID)
4.2. Develop a watershed master plan. Currently, all areas must meet the same regulatory
standards for stormwater facilities, regardless of their location in relation to aquatic habitat,
high marsh, or other special local conditions. A watershed master plan will identify how the
Parish’s stormwater management regulations can be better tailored to local conditions.
As noted on page 7, Jefferson Parish will be awarded funding to develop a Watershed Master
Plan. The funds will be awarded in early 2021 with the goal of finalizing the plan by the end
of 2021. We plan to review measures that protect natural floodplain functions, like
preserving wetlands for storage.
CRS element: Activity 450 (Stormwater Management), Watershed Master Plan (WMP)
4.3. Identify and eliminate harmful contaminants. It goes without saying that aquatic species
must have clean water. Some pollutants have a greater adverse effect on species than others.
This action item proposes two ways to identify and eliminate known or potentially harmful
chemical contaminants.
The first approach will be through the Parish’s Industrial Pretreatment Program, which
regulates discharges to the sanitary sewer system. The program is implemented through the
use of discharge permits issued to individual businesses. Influent and effluent water
treatment plant sampling ensures water discharged into the Mississippi River meets State
standards and would provide data on the types and sources of hazardous chemicals.
The second approach would be the establishment of a small-scale citizen science-based
water sampling program where participants would report results to us periodically. Ideally
the sample sites would be predetermined based on recommendations from our advisory
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partnerships. The results could be used to identify potential point and non-point source
pollution issues and be utilized as a proxy of the overall health of the surrounding aquatic
environment.
CRS elements: There is no specific credit for such water quality efforts, but the presence
of hazardous chemicals should provide input to the watershed master plan (action item
4.2) and resulting public information materials could be credited under Activity 330
(Outreach Projects) Outreach Projects (OP).
Coordinating the Strategies
The Parish should also seek credit for this Floodplain Species Assessment under CRS Activity
510 (Floodplain Management Planning), Natural Floodplain Functions Plan (NFP – FSA).
Obtaining and keeping the credit (which is expected to be provided starting in 2021) will be an
incentive to implement the projects that can receive Community Rating System credit. .
NFP credit is dependent on adoption of this Assessment by the Parish Council. For continued
credit, an annual evaluation report must be prepared and provided to the Parish Council. “The
[Assessment] must be updated at least once every 10 years. The update must include a review of
any changes to conditions as well as progress made since the original plan was prepared. Any
changes to the adopted plan must be approved by the [Parish Council].” (CRS Coordinator’s
Manual, page 510-35). Having such high level attention following this work will facilitate
coordination among the various offices and encourage implementation of these action items.
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Action Item Timetable
The matrix below shows when new projects are planned for development (“D”) and implementation (“I”). Some existing projects are to be evaluated and revised (“E/R”). Some projects
are to be developed in the first year and others would need to start a year or two later.
Strategy/Action Item
1. Educate the public so people will take
conservation and recovery actions
1.1. Develop and implement a communication
campaign
1.2. Distribute educational brochures and
factsheets
1.3. Post messages on signs at various
locations
1.4. Issue news and status information updates
1.5. Provide map information on sensitive
areas
1.6. Provide more detailed references
1.7. Develop an educational curriculum for
students and the public
2. Support the conservation and recovery of
terrestrial habitat
2.1. Regulate adverse development practices
2.2. Inventory open areas to prioritize them for
preservation
2.3. Reduce disturbance from humans and
pets
2.4. Manage vegetation
3. Support the conservation and recovery of
aquatic habitat
3.1. Develop a regulatory and/or incentive
framework
3.2. Restore and enhance essential habitats
3.3. Protect, identify, evaluate, and monitor
manatee habitat
3.4. Minimize causes of manatee disturbance,
harassment, injury, and mortality
4. Improve stormwater runoff
4.1. Incorporate water quantity and low impact
development techniques into stormwater
facility design
4.2. Develop a watershed master plan
4.3. Identify and eliminate harmful
contaminants
Seek CRS credit for this Floodplain Species
Assessment
D: Develop the action item
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I: Implement the action item
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